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Cadhay and a large proportion of the guests at that 
party were also able to come to their 60th.

House

Cadhay House already has nine bathrooms and it 
has been our intention that in due course every 
bedroom would have its own bathroom. The 
stumbling block has always been Sugar Plum 
and the Nursery which shared a bathroom with 
Barton and access was a problem as the Nursery 
was a thoroughfare. 

We have now agreed with Historic England that 
the new bedroom, Phylis, in the west attic should 
be extended into the box room to make it into 
a double. The Nursery can then cease to be a 
bedroom and can be used together with Sugar 
Plum as family accommodation with a door into 
a new shower and loo which will be carved out 
of the existing bathroom still leaving a generous 
sized bathroom for Barton. A new bathroom 
will go into Peveril in the east attic and we will 
then have 11 double bedrooms all with their own 
bathroom. Some of this work will take place this 
winter but it will take two years to complete.
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Cadhay has again been full almost every weekend 
of the year with a full complement of weddings. 
The slightly disappointingly wet weather in the 
late Summer and Autumn did at least mean that 
the gardens looked fabulous if a little windswept 
at times.

The winter refurbishment concentrated on the 
Drawing Room, which now has a Steinway 
grand piano, and the East landing where we have 
continued to install LED lighting for paintings. 
The programme of restoring picture frames 
throughout the house is nearing completion 
and we have commissioned a new website as the 
old one was over five years old and was not very 
suitable now that people are looking at websites on 
their mobile phones.

Drawing room with Grand Piano 

The excellent cleaning and laundry teams remain 
the same under the leadership of Jayne Covell. 
Many guests have expressed surprise that such a 
large house can be so immaculate but it would be 
no surprise if you saw them all at work.

In the Summer Vernon Bruce (nee William-
Powlett) spent a week at Cadhay celebrating her 
90th Birthday with her family, which includes 11 
grandsons. Vernon was brought up at Cadhay 
during the second world war with her seven 
siblings and cousins while their fathers were away.

My sister, Jane, celebrated her 60th Birthday in the 
Tearoom. Whilst at Exeter University she and her 
friend Emma had a hugely successful 21st party at 

Vernon’s 90th
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Open Days

It was another good year for open days under the 
leadership of Jane Spree. Jane came to Cadhay ten 
years ago when her daughter was married here. 
Such was her enthusiasm she was persuaded to 
take responsibility for open days and she has finally 
asked to be allowed to relinquish her role. 

During her ten years she has steadily built up 
the visitor numbers and established an excellent 
reputation for Cadhay as a visitor attraction. She 
created a wonderful atmosphere in the Tearoom 
such that there has been no shortage of volunteers 
willing to help with the washing up enabling me 
to fend off her request for a dishwashing machine. 
With her marketing background Jane has also 
played a major role in the management of Cadhay 
and we hope we will continue to benefit from her 
expertise.

A major contributor to the success of the Tearoom 
has been Marje Rix who has been making the cakes 
since the Tearoom first opened well over ten years 
ago. Her Lemon Drizzle has attracted admirers 
from miles around but, now in her eighties, Marje 
has also decided to pass on the baton. Paula from 
Titley Green has stepped in and has been given the 
Gold Award in the Taste of the West finals.

Gardens

This was the inaugural year for the allotment 
scarecrow competition which attracted some 
strong entries. Rather like dogs and their owners, it 
is extraordinary how similar some of the scarecrows 
look so similar to the allotment holders themselves.

Jane in the tearooms

Allotment scarecrows
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Last winter we constructed a number of bunkers to 
store sand and gravel and others to collect compost 
material. This took a surprising amount of work 
but will make handling easier as we can now use a 
tractor to load.

Work in progress includes the construction of 
a new wall at the far end of the large pond. The 
existing wall is crumbling and it has been necessary 
to have a fence in the field. The plan is to pipe the 
stream that runs along two sides of the pond and 
create new foundations between the pipe and the 
existing wall. Having built the new wall up to its 
full height we hope to be able to dispense with the 
fence ensuring the full haha effect.

We have planted two thousand hedge trees in the 
field just beyond the pond and the field just to the 
West of it in order to restore the old hedges and 
improve the wildlife habitat as well as the view as 
you look over the hha. 

Farmyard

There have been huge changes in the farm yard 
which has previously been dominated by an 
asbestos covered cattle shed which was still used 
to house cattle last winter. We extended the heat 
main from the woodchip boiler to extend the 
heating system and dug a trench under the shed 
and exposed a pit which could have given way 
at anytime with disastrous consequences for the 
cattle.
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Keith Fernley, the furniture maker who used the 
Milking Parlour as a workshop, moved to Axminster 
and  it became clear that the building would be 
more suitable as an office. Clearlead Consultants, 
who advise on energy and sustainability, had 
already moved into their extended office space 
within the old grain store barn. The decision 
has therefore been taken to concentrate on the 
provision of office space. 

The Chairman of Historic England, Sir Laurie 
Magnus, addressed the AGM of the Historic 
Houses Association last year and commented on 
the symbiotic relationship between historic houses 
and new businesses. The house provides a sense of 
longevity whilst the new businesses give a sense 
of forward looking and the combination is very 
effective.

We were approached by Devon Law, legal 
executives, and Medical & General, financial 

advisers, who persuaded East Devon District 
Council to permit a change of use for the Milking 
Parlour to office space. They have then fitted out 
the building to suit their needs and consent has 
been given for the insertion of a roof window 
which will mean that the first floor will also be 
useable as first class office space.

Given all this it seemed increasingly inappropriate 
to have a cattle shed on the doorstep and this 
has now been removed and the asbestos carefully 
disposed of. The site has been flattened and in the 
Spring it will sown with grass. It is a big enough 
area to be used as a tennis court although we are 
very aware of the work involved in maintaining it 
as such.

Woods 

The pond up in Cadhay wood started to take shape 
after it was dredged. It was possible to landscape 
some of the silt which had been deposited in 
lagoons around the pond and plant trees. We also 
did a certain amount of planting of pond plants 
around the water edges. This Spring we hope to 
complete the landscaping and fell a number of 
trees so that the pond can be seen in all its glory.

We have completed a management plan for the 
woods for the next five years and aim to create 
a number of clearings where there have been 
windfalls and replant. We will also fell the Spruce 
and replant as they are now mature and we can use 
the timber in the biomass boiler.

Cattle shed dominating the farmyard


